
Balvihar Y2 Session 2 by Niraj: 

9.10.17: 

A. A-U-M Mantra Meditation (5 minute): 

1. Brief 1 minute Intro to three fundamental sounds and Sanskrit. 

2. Learn how to do A-U-M Mantra Meditation. 

3. Recommend to practice twice or once daily for 5 minutes! 

B. Nirvana Satakam (15 minute): 

1. Chanting One Stanza over two classes. 

2. Learn the simple translation as we go.  

C. Climate Change Science Debate (30-45 minutes): 

1. Conducted and disciplined by mostly three youth Judges.  

2. You are provided 10 questions in this handout Section D.  

3. Research answers of 10 questions and your research should be reflected in actual debate.  

4. You will be assigned any one of the 10 questions and also one partner.  

5. You will be allocated 5 minutes to discuss within your 2-youth team.  

6. You will be provided some basic answer of the question, however your performance measured 

by youth-judges based on your contribution to the question-topic.  

D. Climate Change Science Debate Questions for Individual research: “How Climate Change human 

causes can be alleviated by? Science? Dharma (Religion)? 

1. What is the position of Hindu Dharma on Climate Change, skeptic/denial or 

scientific/acceptance? 

2. How some basic concepts of Hindu Dharma can be helpful to fight climate change? Karma, 

Rebirth, Reverence to Nature, Integral unity.  

3. How Dharma can show the way to reduce the harmful impacts of Climate Change? 

4. Does Hindu Dharma has any voice at global platform? 

5. Any implementation of Hindu Dharma ideas at global platform, any living example? 

6. What is the position of Scientists (corporate scientists vs. genuine scientists) on Climate Change? 

7. How do you resolve conflicts between science, politics and common people? 

8. How will you secure or ensure transition jobs of workers whose living solely based on fossil fuel 

economy? 

9. How corporations coming together and taking Climate Change initiatives? 

10. How are you going to solve Climate Change with baby steps of renewable energy when mindless 

consumptions of western world and now India-China! 

 


